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Amar is the son of a millionaire. He decides to avenge on Asha for slapping him in public, but later
falls for her. He also discovers the truth about his father. Jeena Marna Tere Sang is an average movie
which I wasn't supposed to watch. I had accidentally purchased this when I was supposed to get
Sarphira another hit from Dutt after his comeback hit Adharm. When I got it, I decided why not watch
it. But, sadly this movie wasn't even an action film which most Dutt films are. Even Immandaar
another romantic film from the 80s had action with Dutt and was a hit. Plus, the cheesy comedy is
not going to work always. Certain comedy scenes entertain and delight you after lots of boring songs
and some boring romance dialogs. But, even the comedy is below standard. Some one liners are so
bad, they make you cringe. During this period, only this film was a complete disappointment while
others proved to have good comedy and good action. Although, Do Matewale was a disaster from a
promising Ajay Kashyap who made only 1 hit Do Qadi while his others with Dutt like Naam O Nishan
and Mera Haque all sank without a trace. There really isn't much to say about Jeena Marna Tere
Sang, even at its best, the movie is an average romantic film with bits of comedy and no action
which is the key ingredient to a successful Bollywood film. Even though action films do bad, boring
comedy films do worse as a Bollywood fact. To wrap this review up, Jeena Marna Tere Sang can be
described as a bad, or horrible film. But, in my perspective, it is bad in parts but overall, it is an
average film which fails to entertain at most parts. Thanks to some decent dialogs, it picks up but
the climax of the running guy to stop the girl from leaving is typical and routine and doesn't even
build up to the improvements the film has after the first portion of the boring and bad parts.
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